KAW Projects: Brief reports
Kaw Valley Seeds Project: The Kaw Valley Seeds project
is currently on hold. Dan Bentley and Pam Lovett are
the officers, and we still have the seeds on ice. Perhaps
we will have a seed exchange in the fall. In the
meantime the Seed Fair occurs every spring, and it was a
great success again this year (the KVSP is no long a
sponsor of this event).
The Bill Hatke Project: Started soon after Bill Hatke's
death in 2007, this project is devoted to publishing his
writing and that of other bioregionally allied people. As
chief editor, I threw myself at the task of transcribing
and editing Bill’s work for several years. Now, after a
break, I’m on it again and there will be publications
soon: first a Bill Hatke Reader (an anthology of the
different kinds of writing Bill did) and later there will be
at least two novels and other surprises. In the meantime
you can check out the website,
www.billhatke.wordpress.com . Also to be published by
the Bill Hatke Project is an anthology of the writings of
Mark Larson. You can find some pictures and samples of
Mark’s writing at: www.marklarson.wordpress.com
While you’re in the neighborhood you might also like
to take a look at some of these sites which I have created:
 Of course you are always welcome to have a blast
from the past at:
www.kawcouncilarchives.wordpress.com or
www.atcenter.wordpress.com (the Appropriate






Technology Center was the progenitor of KAW
Council)
www.johnlundmark.wordpress.com (A photoarchive of some of John Lundmark’s amazing
photos.)
www.mercarchives.wordpress.com (An archive
of photos and written materials related to the
Community Mercantile, Lawrence Ks.
www.lawrencekansas1970s.wordpress.com (A
photo-archive of materials relating to Lawrence
in the 1970s.
www.kansasvistas.wordpress.com (A strictly
personal view of Kansas though D. Bentley’s
photos)
~ Daniel Bentley

Daniel Bentley writes of himself: LOVING: Kat, cats,
family and friends, nature, photography, life drawing,
writing poetry, memoirs and novels, recording things,
reading biographies and history, growing, preparing and
eating delicious food, keeping house, yard and gardens,
studying plant behavior, Lawrence, Kansas area (hate the
urban sprawl), the beauty of Lane and Gove counties
Kansas (where I grew up among fossils).

